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What was the “inspiration” for the design of this effigy?
Chords of Wood, Orange County’s offering to the CORE effigy project is an interactive tribute to 
our area’s rich musical history.  This project is a functional homage to the electric guitar legacy 
of Orange County.  Orange County is the proud home of music technology innovators whose 
early country and jazz guitars later became staples that shaped a global shift in music.  Orange 
County-made guitars became the catalyst for the emerging rock and roll era and a radical 
maturing of popular music sounds from blues to jazz.

What impact does the effigy have on the local community?
The primary impact on local community was engaging a number of OC burners and non burner 
in construction and fund raising.  This raised the awareness of community focus within the 
burning culture.  We had people that joined the build who had never burned and decided to 
attend in the process of the build because of the new friendships and relationship that were 
created.

What interesting story happened during the design and execution of this project?
This has just been a lot of fun and great group process.

What does the effigy hope to convey to the greater community?
OC has lots more to be known for (and proud of) than just real house wives.

What materials were used in the construction of this effigy?
The Chords of Wood is made from wood construction with as many donated and re-purposed 
materials as we could find.

CORE Art Walk Activities
We will be demonstrating the playability of the guitar, talking about the rich and often 
unknown history of the electric guitar in orange county and perhaps playing with the fire 
effects a bit as people come by. Our guitar is interactive and can be played anytime.  We will also 
have some poofers and flame effects that will be able to be played with (supervised) Monday-
Wednesday 9-11 pm.

Come out and play, explore and interact with our piece.  We have put a lot of attention into 
interactive playability and we hope that people enjoy it from guitar masters to people who just 
want to try to make some noise.

www.chordsofwood.org
facebook.com/AxesOfEvilBurningMan


